The Seclusium of

Granzarine the Shapeshifter
A wizard of great power and ambition

A place lonely, wild and hard on the verge of a trackless
swamp infested with unseen monsters, built on a place of
magical serenity where the Wizard was free to pursue his
own arts untroubled by and unintruded upon by other magics.
It consists of a crumbling central tower of rough stone,
cracked with age and neglect, several outbuildings and attendant houses and huts. Tiny, sturdy houses built with rocks
dredged from the swamp. The windows are all bound with
iron and the doors are of thick oak. Between the buildings
are paved stone paths and broad stairs out of the marshy
ground.
Inside the buildings and tower are spartan and bare rooms,
dressed with rough furniture, woven reed mats and little else.
The kitchens, pantries and butteries are spare and meager
even at the best of times. The staff resides in bunkhouses
and a small village of huts, plain and functional places. The
guesthouse consists of tiny, cramped and humbling rooms.
The Wizard's personal quarters are isolated in a raised
outbuilding, accessible only from the tower itself.

The Wizard
A wizard of sober and systematic thought, nonetheless
prone to fits of malice and rage, who flew about the sky at
night and who consorted occasionally with high kings and
the lords of the Earth. He appeared as a paunchy man of
plain face, pale skin, wild beard and impossible eyes, dressed
in the traditional clothing of the region.
He sought to anchor his life to a point stationary in existence, so that while it persists, he will live, whatever misfortunes befall him. This he completed. He also sought to invest himself with further magical forces of unfamiliar nature
and power, this he abandoned incomplete. He has renounced
his wizardry, left his magical essence, left the Seclusium and
now devotes himself to healing the unwell and expounding
the path of virtue.

Remaining staff and visitors
Those who have stayed behind are a depleted crew of servants, obliviously going through their daily duties; a small
complement of guards religiously following their instructions
and traditions; three of the head staff and three visitors, two
welcome and one unseen.
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1. Guest House

6. Standing Stones

A building of many tiny rooms and cells for visitors as well
as a refectory with long wooden tables and benches. It is
slowly falling apart, but cleaned daily by the servants.

On the very edge of the swamp stands a line of ancient menhirs, carved on two sides. The one facing outward has the
picture of an ancient warrior or guard denying those who
would cross the line. On the other side are grotesque carvings of formless beasts and monstrosities.

2. Village of servant houses
Simple stone huts and houses with small gardens and animal
enclosures for the upper servants. A couple are now uninhabited and empty, the remaining ones are well kept by their
inhabitants.

3. Staff bunk houses
Two great houses of cells and dormitories for the staff. One
for males and one for females. The rooms are plain and
functional, with personal items and mementos.

4. Kitchens
Though large, the kitchen outbuilding contains only spare
and meager facilities and stocks, except for a great variety
of exotic and esoteric spices from faraway lands, the pride of
the head cook.

5. Walled garden
A great herbal garden, cared for and prospering. The beds
are full of things not native to this land, useful in medicine,
magic or simply for cooking. In the centre stands a great
tree, hung with bones of man and beast, ever watched over
by a guard.

7. To the Sacrificial Pool
A winding and unused path leading to a glade of ancient
oaks and alders at a remove from the Seclusium itself.
Inside the glade is a sacrificial pond of the ancients and an
upturned tree.

8. Smashed Idol
A squat, ugly figure sits atop a cairn of rocks from which
flow a spring of water, feeding a murky pond. The Idol has
been half-heartedly attacked with picks and hammers a long
time ago.

9. Personal quarters of the Wizard
A windowless vault raised high out of the ground, accessible only via a stair jutting out from the tower, the door
now locked, barred and sealed. The insides contain the basic
necessities of the Wizrd, his library assembled with excruciating exactitude and a small personal altar, gently cared for.

Azaremel the Boss of Labor

The Sacrificial Pool and Upturned Tree

A near-man of hunched posture and jutting neck, with
braided hair all the way to the floor, jutting eyes and a wry
face. He has twin barbels growing from his chin, as well as
clawed and webbed hands. He dresses sharply in the official
uniform each day. Despite his apperance, in reality he is a
merciful soul who treats his workers fairly and enjoys the
privacy of his cabin at the swamp's edge and hearty food,
which is too often a rarity.

A Sacrificial Pool of an ancient, wild faith, preserved
perfectly as if no time has passed, the sacrificed gold jewelry, weapons and bodies of warriors still intact beneath the
surface. The pool is watched over by an upturned tree coild
with a great brass serpent. The winds here are sweet with
scents of autumn no matter the season. The Wizard has left
this place carefully undisturbed.
Drinking of waters will impart ancient strengths and understandings that buttress and empower the magical soul,
granting great mental clarity. It does however come with a
price, removing the waters frees the souls of those who were
sacrificed, allowing them entry into the Seclusium.*
*The Wizard has used the pool once, releasing the ghost of
Zeggaresh the Iceborn who took up residence in the body
of a servant girl. She now remains in the Seclusium as a
personal servant of the Wizard.

The Bone Tree
A great tree standing in the centre of the walled garden,
hung with sinewy ropes that hold many varied bones, more
scattered on the ground beneath. The bones drift perfectly
still even in the strongest winds. Except when outsiders approach the Seclusium, when they will rattle and shake, the
more coming, the greater the noise. The place is secured with
magical wards and a guard is always present, listening to
the bones and keeping visitors away from the tree.
Touching the tree after performing the proper rites and prostrations to counter the wards grants the power of unthinking
speed. Those who touch it will always act first, even in case
of full surprise. Without the rites and prostrations the tree
grants visions of death and defeat instead, that shake even
the strongest determination.
The tree must be regularly hung with the fresh bones of
interlopers to maintain its magics. The guards all know the
rites of the tree, but will not share them with anyone.

Remaj of the Branch
A rangy girl, completely bald, with chalk white skin and
eager eyes in a full-lipped, noble face. Remaj is a magical
practitioner of little discipline and great talent. She is dressed
in rags, scraps and homemade fetishes, patiently hiding in
the univisited parts of the Seclusium, trying to uncover a
way to enter the Sanctum Sanctorum and access the magical
energies calling her here. She has been drawn by the Wizard's left-bhind magic, that thirsts for a new home.

The Servants
The servants are all dark-skinned locals who have contracted to work at the Seclusium for a decade and a day. The
magic of the contract erases their memories of each day and
thus they continue on as if everything is usual.

The Guards

10. Well-house Shrine
A beautiful marble dome atop four simple columns cap the
well and statue of a naked Goddess of the Cleansing Waters,
it seems greatly out of place. It is a gift from a previous abbess of the monastery visible on the horizon.

11. Bank of Smelting Kilns
Overgrown and derelict smelting kilns, left unused as part of
an abandoned experiment.

The Seclusium is kept safe by a complement of devoted
guards from a faraway realm with exotic arms and armours. They appear as neither women or men and endure
strenous religious prostrations and rituals each day.

Eleme the Mistress of Hospice
A tall, lithe woman of golden skin and immaculately dressed
and coiffured, her face is smashed and discoloured, her eyes
milky and unseeing. She moves slowly and has great patience and precision in all things, seeking the profound and
personally meaningful in all things. She openly follows the
Cult of the Deepening Waters and prays at the Well-House
Shrine daily at dawn and dusk.

12. Doorway to the Sky
A platform raised upon a plinth atop a stair from the tower,
containing only an empty doorway leading nowhere. It is
inert and unusable, except that subtle differences in the stars
at night or clouds of day appear when watched throught the
doorway.

Broken Idol Atop A Murky Pond
An idol of "The Nightmare Gobbler", smashed into near
unrecognizability, sitting atop the wellspring that feeds a
small, murky pool. Dreamlike images sometimes appear in
the water.
The pool is a magical repository, that sucks in the coming
dreams of those who attend to the idol. It is a place sometimes visited by Dark Dreamers who feed of the captured
dreams.
Those who pay attention to the Idol will feel a restless,
twitchy feeling that persists for atleast a day, maybe two.
Sleeping will provide little restitution and only bland, meaningless dreams. Those affected will become short-tempered
and prone to mispercieving situations in the worst possible
way.
The Wizard had instructed his laborers to demolish the
Idol, but they grew impatient, wrathful and left before completing the work, lying about it afterwards.

13. The Tower Itself

Iron Shoes, Bolted To The Ground

A squat stone tower, an ancient border watchtower of a
fallen kingdom, now minimally reinforced and restored to
function as the halls and laboratories of the Wizard.

A pair of oversized iron shoes bolted to a heavy iron plate,
in turn bolted into the great flagstones beneath. The air
above the shoes has a feeling of slick, slippery wetness that
persists for hours, even after cleansing yourself.
The iron shoes have trapped an ancient magical entity of
malicious intent, created by chaos and time. The being is
a great dominator of minds, seeking to take over and replace all other minds, dissolving the distinctions of "me" and
"you," all becoming it.

Morthar the Head Cook
A portly man in sturdy, practical clothes and an apon, with
scarred skin, delicate hands and a long moustache. He has a
delicate touch in all things and a self-effacing manner, but a
secret and petty lust for exotic pleasures and luxuries.

The shoes have been put on prominent display, to taunt and
humiliate the entity. It has gradually resigned and is slowly
crystalizing into inaccessibility on the magical plane. Reaching it would be nearly impossible. Releasing it, catastrophic.

Cellars
First floor
A spacious entry hall with the Iron Shoes bolted in place in
front of the central pillar. The lefthand side is the watchroom and
armoury of the Guards, the righthand is for recieving rooms and
the entry from the kitchens.

A single vast chamber, pillared and vaulted. It can hold large
amounts of supplies and goods, but nearly emptied of consumables. Just a few crates and barrels left.

Second floor
The gallery above the entry hall has corridors leading off to
various disused personal chambers and barracks, with attendant
storerooms and latrines.

Top floor
In the centre a huge chamber circling the central pillar, fastidiously clean and entirely empty, surrounded by laboratories and
experiment chambers filled with equipment, brickabrac and traces
of vigorous magickal research. The library has been haphazardly rifled through.

Princess Oisenna
A voluptuous young lady, long legged and with pitch black
skin, lush curly hair and a crooked smile in her otherwise
prim face. She is the fifth daughter of King Pellan the
Magnanimous, brought to the Seclusium as a given hostage
to learn, serve and seal a pact of peace. She can be conceited,
but is curious and has already explored much of the Seclusium and now she thirsts for word from outside, especially
her home. She's grown unruly and vandalous from lack of
authority and attention.

Zeggaresh the Iceborn
A plump, bow-legged girl with dusky skin. Her pinched
face surrounds a broken nose, but eyes are bright. Her hair
is coiled tightly and elaborately on the back of her head and
she dresses in good-quality servant clothes. This body is
occupied by the ghost of Zeggaresh the Iceborn, who was
cast into the Sacrificial Pool after unfairly losing a trial by
combat. Her voice is deep and hollow with the grave, so it
can surprise she is a kindly soul who fought for the weak in
a time of despotism. She wishes for justice and to escape to
the afterlife she was promised, but for now she is bound to
serve the Wizard in his endeavours.

Golden Statue Of Three Grotesques
Engaged In Erotic Sport
Three not-quite-human figures intermingled, no telling if
it is lustful embraces or wrathful conflict. The figures seem
to progress in their motions with a slowness reminicent of
glaciers.
Created by a jealous competitor of the Wizard as a slow
trap. The Wizard has observed and recorded the statue in
great detail.
It functions as a magical adjunct that allows a wizard to
record any magical effect he has witnessed as a spell in his
spellbook, by describing the power to the statue in an ancient
ritual tongue used solely for dark sex rites.
When close to a magically aware individual it will feel as if
slippery, lustful energies caress the magical soul, it tries to
lure those nearby to tell it dark and selfish situations to be
recorded and repeated.

Blindfold of the Severed Gods
A thick and soft blindfold of white velvet, thickly embroidered in uncountable layers of pale, abstract patterns. The
invisible colour is a pure, radiant silver.
Created by Zemidar the Lame, borrowed by the Wizard
and left forgotten in his Seclusium.
The Blindfold blanks the mind of the wearer from all
outside influence and spying, no power of this, or any other,
world will be able to touch it. It accomplishes this task
by removing the mind to the abstract realm outside of all
worlds.
Doing so does however attract the attention of old gods and
spirits, who can sense the perverse void of the missing mind
and remember the meaning of it.
Using it for a long time, will allow the wearer to see the
non-realm her mind occupies inside the darkness of the
Blindfold. This is a place of great knowledge and potential,
but seeing it will inevitably lead to madness. Only strict
discipline of body and action will guard against the strain of
two competing realities.

That which is outside
King Pellan the Magnanimous
Ruler of the Black Soil Lands, gracious and aloof. He
prizes himself greatly for his friendly and civilized relations
with his resident Wizard. He does not want the truth about
the missing Wizard to come out and is unaware of the
threats against the Seclusium.
The Trackless Heath
The dry, open land before the Seclusium is covered in magnetic mosses and hallucinogenic heathers, that confound all
attempts at navigation and dissolve any understanding of
time or palce. The peasant-bandits living here are idependent minded and rough, but slavishly follow the faith of the
Water-Goddesses worshipped at the Abbey. They have
become accustomed to the effects of the heath and regard the
Seclusium with righteous disdain and envy. The chieftains
have armed their men and women and will waylay travellers
to and from the Seclusium if possible, to deny it supplies and
communications. At some point they will try to storm it if it
seems weak enough.

The Abbey of the Waterless Rains
Visible from the parapets of the Seclusium, directly inland,
lies the Abbey and attendant lay village. The religion extols
the virtue of hard, willing labour and rough conditions and
the nuns and village works the peat marshes and wet meadows as best they can. The only trustworthy route to the
Seclusium starts here. The current abbess is plotting how
to seize the Seclusium and brigh righteous freedom to it's
inhabitants. She corresponds irregularly with Elemé.
The Thrice Cursed Swamp
Beyond the Seclusium lies a vast, trackless marshland.
No civilized people live there, nor can anything of value be
found. It is the domain of monsters only. The monsters will
not cross the border of Standing Stones, but will attack and
devour any who venture beyond. Their howling and gibbering is sometimes heard on the wind.
Zemidar the Lame, Empress of the Daytime Moon.
A Wizard of great reknown, residing her palace on the
furthest of the Chainspike Islands. She is a great ally of the
Wizard and the two have corresponded at length on magic
theory. The two communicate via carrier pidgeons released
through the Doorway to the Sky. Once she discovers the
dissappearance of the Wizard, she will tirelessly seek to restore him. But it could easily take a decade for her to notice.

